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Mobi l i zi n g For Th e Com m on Good: Th e Li ved
Th eol ogy Of Joh n M. Perki n s.
By Slade, Peter; Marsh, Charles & Heltzel, Heltzel.

University Press of Mississippi, Jackson, 2013. No binding. Condition: New. 240 pages. Printed
Casebinding. New Book. RELIGION. Essays on the famed activist and preacher, among the first to
call for relocation, reconciliation, and redistribution in a post-Civil Rights america Contributions
from Michael Anders, Mae Cannon, Kelly West Figueroa-Ray, Lisa Sharon Harper, Paul Louis
Metzger, A. G. Miller, Lowell Noble, Ted Ownby, Soong-Chan Rah, Chris Rice, Cheryl J. Sanders,
Ronald J. Sider, Christian T. Collins Winn, and Lauren Winner. Born into a sharecropping family in
New Hebron, Mississippi, in 1930, and only receiving a third-grade education, John M. Perkins has
been a pioneering prophetic African American voice for reconciliation and social justice to
America's white evangelical churches. Often an unwelcome voice and always a passionate,
provocative clarion, Perkins persisted for forty years in bringing about the formation of the
Christian Community Development Association--a large network of evangelical churches and
community organizations working in America's poorest communities--and inspired the emerging
generation of young evangelicals concerned with releasing the Church from its cultural captivity
and oppressive materialism. John M. Perkins has received surprisingly little attention from
historians of modern American religious history and theologians. Mobilizing for the Common Good
is an exploration of...
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Reviews
This pdf may be worth acquiring. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the fi y percent of the pdf. I am pleased to let you know that this is the very
best ebook we have read inside my own lifestyle and could be he finest publication for ever.
-- Pr of. Abe Sa tter field IV
This composed pdf is fantastic. It normally will not expense too much. You will like how the writer write this publication.
-- Dr . Jer a ld Ha nsen
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